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Women's rights in ancient Egypt were better before the 4th century BC
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than during the Greco-Roman period that followed, according to a new
book by a University of Kent expert.

Dr. Ada Nifosi, a lecturer in Ancient History in the University's School
of European Culture and Languages, found that the status of women in
ancient Egypt was higher and had more autonomy than generations to
come, including over issues that remain contested today.

For Becoming a Woman and Mother in Greco-Roman Egypt (Routledge
2019), Dr. Nifosi carried out a detailed study of women's everyday lives.

She focused on three key phases—coming of age at puberty,
menstruation and childbirth—and found that the status of women and
children started changing when Egypt became subject to Greek and
Roman rule.

She said: 'Women enjoyed a much better social status in ancient Egypt
and the cultural, moral and legal changes that came with Greco-Roman
rule were not for the better. For instance, before the Greeks ruled Egypt,
Egyptian women could exercise their legal rights freely and
independently.

'However, after the Greeks introduced their laws into Egypt, most
women living there needed a male guardian for legal acts such as
marriage. Egyptian women also gradually lost control over their bodies
and their offspring. For instance, the power to recognise children was
entirely in the fathers' hands and mothers had little or no say in this
choice. Sometimes children were even abandoned and left to die or be
raised as slaves. This doesn't seem to have happened before in ancient
Egypt.'

Dr. Nifosi's studies used a large number of personal objects from private
houses in the Greco-Roman Egyptian village of Bakchias (Fayyum,
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Egypt). By combining groups of artefacts from these houses with
information from papyri and ostraca (pottery sherds inscribed with
writing), she could establish details about how women and girls lived
their lives.

Dr. Nifosi's research touches on many issues, such as the status of
unborn children, the medical role of midwives and beliefs about
menstruation, which are still relevant today. She is planning to carry out
further research on menstruation in order to raise more awareness about
ancient and modern social stigmas.

Becoming a Woman and Mother in Greco-Roman Egypt is the first
interdisciplinary study of women in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt from
the 3rd century BC to the 3rd century AD.
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